
Panther Family:

In accordance with the newly released guidance of IDPH and ISBE in regards to using 25% capacity of outdoor
venues and the guidance that household members should be prioritized in considering spectators, we will be
implementing the following guidelines for this season. For freshmen, sophomore, and varsity football games
that Oswego is the designated home team, each participant will be allowed up to 4 spectators.  For home soccer
games, the same standard will hold true.  In soccer, spectators should bring their own chairs as the bleachers
will not be utilized this season.

Southwest Prairie Conference schools have agreed to the standards that visiting teams will be allowed 2
spectators (this may vary based on the school venue size) per team participant for football and soccer.

For the indoor season of girls volleyball, the guidance is now 25% of usable seating capacity so we will be able
to accommodate up to 200 spectators, but they must remain masked and socially distanced between family
groups.   Gyms and stadiums will be emptied after the first contests and cleaned before the spectators for the
next contest are allowed to enter.  For this reason, please do not arrive any earlier than 30 minutes before game
time.  Visiting fans are not yet allowed to attend for volleyball.

Badminton spectators are at 2 for each participant and you should continue to bring your own chairs for use in
the fieldhouse.

Unfortunately, this will not allow us to have members of the student body involved as spectators for this season.
Games will continue to be streamed as best as they can at each school based on that school's streaming service
and ability.

We know that this is disappointing, but it is our goal to focus on the participants and their families for each of
the sports that play in this altered spring season. We will continue to monitor and update guidance as they are
released by the IDPH, ISBE, and the Governor's Office.

SPRING SPORTS/PARTICIPANTS:

Football, Boys Soccer, Girls Volleyball, Sideline Dance, Sideline Cheer, Marching Band, Student Trainers
Badminton (until April 3)

Home Games - April 2 hosted @ Plainfield North & April 16 (tentatively hosted at OHS).  April 2 at PNHS is
limited, band will not travel for that game.  If we host at OHS on the 16th, all will participate and we will also
use this to serve as Senior Day.


